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Life Sketch of Imam Ali Ibne Musa Reza 

(a.s.) 

It was 11
th

 of Zilqad of 148 A.H. when the eighth 

successor of Prophet and the eighth of the Imams was born in 

Medina. Although in some traditional reports it is mentioned as 

11
th

 Zilhajj 153 A.H.
1
 

• His respected father was Imam Musa Kazim (a.s.) and 

honorable mother was Lady Najma Khatun about whom 

Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.) had advised Lady Hamida Khatun 

in dream that Najma be betrothed to my son, Musa Kazim 

(a.s.) and she herself says that she used to hear voices of 

divine glorification and praise in her womb and she did not 

feel any type of heaviness in her pregnancy. ‘And after 

delivery, my son looked at the sky and uttered some words 

under his breath, which I could not understand and when I 

mentioned this to Imam Musa Kazim (a.s.), he said: My 

son is divine proof.’
2
 

• Imam Musa Kazim (a.s.) recited Azaan and Iqamat in his 

ears and made arrangements for Aqiqah as an Imam is born 

circumcised.
3
 

• Names of Lady Najma are recorded differently according to 

the difference of circumstances and languages. Tuktam, 
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Arda, Sakan, Samana, Ummul Baneen, Khizran, Saqr, 

Shaqra and after Imam Ali Reza (a.s.) was born, she was 

called as Tahira.
1
 

• The name of Imam Reza (a.s.) was Ali and Kunniyat was 

Abu Hasan and titles were: Sabir, Fazil, Razi, Wafi, 

Qurratu Ainil Momineen, Ghaizul Mulhideen, but the most 

famous was Reza, which his holy grandfather, Muhammad 

Mustafa (s.a.w.s.) had given him. It is another thing that 

when the world liked his rule, this title became more 

famous and in this it became clear that the world would 

inevitably select the chosen servant of God, whether he is 

in the form of Ali Murtada or Ali Reza.
2
 

• Approximately fifteen days his birth, his respected 

grandfather, Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) passed away, whose 

desire was to see this grandson as he said to his son, Imam 

Musa Kazim (a.s.) that very soon a son was going to be 

born to him who would be the scholar of Aale Muhammad 

(a.s.); “If only I had been able to live till that his time.” 

• Among the rulers of his time, at the time of his birth it was 

the reign of Mansur Dawaniqi. From 158 A.H., it was the 

period of Mahdi Abbasi; in 169 A.H. Hadi came to the 

throne; from 170 A.H. began the reign of Harun; in 194 

A.H., Amin came to the throne and from 198 A.H. began 

the reign of Mamun. It was this tyrant who had the Imam 

assassinated through poison in 203 A.H.
3
 

Mansur, Mahdi, Hadi and Harun have already been 

introduced. Amin and Mamun were two sons of Harun. Amin 

was from an Arab lady and Mamun from a Persian slave girl. 
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Amin was extremely profligate and wanton man and Mamun 

was considerably intelligent and skillful, but since his mother 

was Persian, the Arabs were not prepared to accept him as heir 

apparent. Harun did not want to appoint Amin as his successor 

as it posed a great risk to the kingdom; but due to the pressure 

of tribes, he divided his kingdom into two: Arab territories of 

Syria, Hijaz and Yemen were given to Amin and Iran, 

Khorasan and Turkey were given to Mamun. In this way at 

least one problem was solved, but another arose when both 

sons took over their kingdoms and the father was abandoned 

and in spite of being caliph of Muslims he lived at the mercy of 

his sons and they wanted him to live on simple food and 

clothes so that power hunger may not overtake him a second 

time and the kingdom may not be taken away from them. There 

was nothing surprising in this as this is the end of usurped 

kingdom and irreligious style of power and Almighty Allah 

punishes the tyrant rulers in this world itself so that they may 

get an idea of the chastisement of the hereafter and also that 

they may gain lessons from their circumstances.
1
 

• The tug of war that had begun during the lifetime of the 

father became public as soon as he passed away and the 

two brothers wanted complete authority on Islamic 

dominions without any partnership. So a power struggle 

between Arabs and Persians began and at last armed 

confrontations began between the two parties. It resulted in 

the victory of Persians and the Arab prince was killed. 

Once again it became clear that there is neither brotherhood 

in un-Islamic system nor sympathy; there is neither rule nor 

law. 

How much difference is there between the worldly system 

and the system devised by religion of God? Two brothers could 

not remain united in a small kingdom and matters reached to 

bloodshed and murder and in religious system two brothers 
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were appointed as chiefs of the great kingdom (Paradise) and 

no sort of dispute arose. The fact is that the character of those 

who occupy the seat of power is different from those who 

control the hair locks of Holy Prophet (s.a.w.s.).
1
 

Till 183 A.H., he spent the first thirty or thirty-five years 

of his life under the care of his respected father and continued 

to survey the circumstances, which included a long period of 

imprisonment also and severe pressure from the regime. So 

much so that poison was administered to him while he was 

bound in chains and the corpse was taken out of the prison in 

this manner. The bier was placed at Baghdad Bridge and it was 

announced that he was the Imam of Shia and the ultimate insult 

was heaped when coolies were employed to carry the bier.
2
 

It is obvious that during that period, Imam Reza (a.s.) 

along with the calamities, observed the style of his father and 

continued to see what style was being adopted in propagation 

of Islam and which divine wisdom is being employed. To 

become ignorant of the acts of regime is against dignity of 

leadership and to confront the regime head on is an invitation 

to useless death. To silently allow the regime to do what it likes 

also makes one culpable. Imam Musa Kazim (a.s.) adopted the 

middle path and got some of his companions appointed as 

ministers in the court so that an eye may be kept on the plans of 

regime and lives and properties of followers may be protected. 

Some companions were given lessons of aloofness in such a 

way that after hiring out camels to the king you develop the 

desire that he should remain alive and your rent is paid, such a 

desire makes you among the helpers of tyrants; which in other 

words implied that Ali Ibne Yaqtin, in spite of being Vizier 

could not wish for the life of the King and he was so capable 

that he could work without caring for the post; so he was even 

entrusted with the job of vizierate and he got the permission of 
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becoming so proximate to the court and Safwan Jammal did 

not have as much capability, so the best thing for him was to 

keep away from governance lest he should have desire for life 

of tyrants for the sake of receiving rentals and the hereafter is 

completely destroyed.
1
 

In addition to this, he warned Harun through a brief letter 

that every passing day is decreasing the days of your comfort 

and reducing the days of my hardships. After that both of us 

would be standing in the court of Almighty to see the 

consequences of our deeds. Which clearly meant that in spite 

of being aloof we are not careless of our duty of guidance and 

till our last breath we wish to keep the oppressors informed of 

their consequences, just as Imam Ali (a.s.) had woken up Ibne 

Muljim and called him to prayers although he knew well that 

prayers of people like him had no value.
2
 

In such circumstances, at the age of thirty or thirty-five 

years he took over the responsibility of leading the Ummah and 

desired to keep alive this character whose example was 

presented by the respected father so that no one should fall into 

doubts that seeing the calamities of his father he has changed 

his style and in some way or the other made peace with the 

regime. Thus from 183 A.H. for approximately 17 years, he 

continued this practice as was the life of Imam Musa Kazim 

(a.s.). It is another thing that the Imam’s poisoning in the 

prison and affront to his corpse had created such a situation for 

Harun that now he had no more strength left to oppress further 

and internal factors had also compelled him to divide his 

kingdom and retire from active role in the regime. As a result, 

this period was to some extent peaceful for Imam Reza (a.s.) 

and he did not have to face the hardships that his respected 

father had to. It is a strange phenomenon of history of Aale 
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Muhammad (a.s.) that each of the Imams had to face different, 

on the contrary, opposite situations and its main reason was 

that the regime used to try each tactic and when it did not 

succeed, it used to change it and the next Imam had to face 

completely different situations. For example, Muawiyah Ibne 

Abi Sufyan fought a bloody war against the Imam and after his 

martyrdom became ready to make peace with Imam Hasan 

(a.s.). Muawiyah made peace with Imam Hasan (a.s.) and 

Yazid was ready to fight Imam Husain (a.s.). 

Yazid asked allegiance from Imam Husain (a.s.) although 

he was amidst his people and the tragedy of Kerbala occurred; 

on the contrary he did not ask for allegiance from Imam Zainul 

Abideen (a.s.) although he was a chained prisoner. 

Life of Imam Zainul Abideen (a.s.) was spent in isolation, 

silence and worship and Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) and 

Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) had to come into the open and work 

freely. Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) worked so openly that the 

school of Shiaism became famous as Ja’fari school and Imam 

Musa Kazim (a.s.) had to live in prison for 14 years. 

The martyrdom of Imam Musa Kazim (a.s.) also occurred 

in prison while he was tied up in chains and Imam Ali Reza 

(a.s.) was appointed as heir apparent. Imam Ali Reza (a.s.) 

remained the heir apparent and Imam Muhammad Taqi (a.s.) 

did not get any post and he had to leave the capital and go to 

Medina. Imam Muhammad Taqi (a.s.) became son-in-law of 

Mamun and Imam Ali Naqi (a.s.) remained in prisons.
1

Thus this contradictory series of history is a clear sign that 

the regime of the time was continuously aware of its defeat and 

as a result of this the ruler or his successor used to immediately 

change his tactics and Aale Muhammad (a.s.) had to face a new 

political trick, which also shows that Aale Muhammad (a.s.) 

had not inherited means or dynastic type of styles of life and 
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neither they acted according to past training; on the contrary 

they were the focus of divine inspiration and through it they 

used to easily face new plots and machinations without any 

hardship. 

The first problem that Imam Ali Reza (a.s.) had to face 

was that Harun under the pretext of uprising of Muhammad 

Ibne Ja’far ordered destruction of all the houses of Saadaat and 

Isa Jaludi refreshed the memory of Yazid’s army. During the 

plunder of Medina, when they came to the house of Imam Ali 

Reza (a.s.), he declared: Neither can strangers enter the house 

nor touch the ladies; I will myself hand over all the goods and 

jewellery. It happened in this way only and he brought all the 

things leaving only clothes on ones body and the oppressors 

were pleased with this plunder and considered it to be their 

victory.
1
 

With regard to his lifestyle Shaykh Saduq has narrated 

from Ibrahim Ibne Ayyash that the Imam was neither harsh in 

speaking nor was ever found to cut off his statement. He 

considered as his duty the fulfillment of needs of others. He did 

not sit with his legs stretched to anyone. He never sat reclining 

in the presence of anyone. He did not speak harshly even with 

slaves. He never laughed out aloud. He made all servants and 

slaves sit with him for dinner. He slept very less and often 

remained awake all night in prayers. He fasted the first and last 

Thursday and middle Wednesday of every month. He gave 

charity in darkness of the night. He wore ordinary clothes 

inside and sometimes put on a good dress depending on needs 

and circumstances.
2
 

• In the public bath, a man asked him to rub the body; he 

accepted as once and someone happened to notice this and 

informed him; that man fell at his feet asking for 
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forgiveness, but the Imam said: No problem, there is no 

harm in one person helping another.
1
 

• If during mealtimes, someone wanted to stand up in 

respect, he used to prohibit it saying: It is necessary to 

respect God’s sustenance and one must not stand up during 

mealtimes. 

• His servant, Yasir says: At the time of eating fruits we used 

to eat one part and throw away the other; the Imam scolded 

us for wasting God’s sustenance; and said that we should 

give in charity whatever we have in excess. 

• The Imam was very fond of perfumes and his favorite 

occupation was to remain in prostration to the Almighty. 

• He used to warn his followers that all their deeds are 

presented to their Imam every night and they seek 

forgiveness on their behalf. (So you must not hurt their 

feelings through your sins and become as their followers 

should be.). 

• Once, on the day of Arafah he donated all his belongings to 

charity and Fazl Ibne Sahal seeing that such a thing was not 

possible from them, said: This is a kind of loss. Imam (a.s.) 

said: This is not loss, it is a profit as the Merciful Lord is 

going to bestow ten instead of one.
2
 

Medical Wisdom of Imam Reza (a.s.) 

In addition to other sciences and miracles, his knowledge 

of the human body is the best prescription for health in all 

times and on the basis of this some of his medical advices are 

mentioned below. 

• There is no better food for the child than breast milk. 
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• Vinegar is the best of the foods. A house where vinegar is 

present the inmates of this house will never become needy. 

• There is one seed of Paradise in a pomegranate. 

• Dried resin cures yellow bile and phlegm; strengthens the 

muscles and purifies the self. 

• There is cure in honey and the gift of honey must never be 

returned. 

• Rose is the chief of the flowers of Paradise. 

• If violet oil is applied to the hair it gives coolness during 

summer and warmth in winter. 

• One who uses olive oil remains safe from mischief of Satan 

for forty days. 

•  Reading Quran, consuming honey and milk strengthens 

memory. 

• Mutton cures diseases. One who does not have meat for 

forty days would become bad mannered. 

• One should begin eating with salt; it cures seventy 

illnesses, including leprosy. 

• Masur was a part of the diet of seventy prophets; it softens 

the heart and creates tears. 

• Food should be eaten after cooling and from the edge of the 

bowl. 

• Eating well, wearing good shoes, keeping away from debts 

and refraining from excessive sex is beneficial for man. 

• Seek your sustenance by giving Sadaqah. 

• Whiteness of hair from the front is sign of success; if it 

begins from the cheeks, it is a sign of generosity and if they 
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begin from the hair it implies bravery; if they begin from 

the back of the head it is a bad omen.
1
 

Confessions 

• He was very much respected among the people.
2
 

• His statements were wise, his act was correct and his 

character was safe from mistakes. He was perfect in 

knowledge and wisdom and was the owner of an 

incomparable personality.
3
 

• According to Ibrahim Ibne Abbas, a scholar greater than 

him was never seen.
4
 

• He was the most excellent human being of his time.
5
 

• He had received in inheritance, knowledge of the past and 

future.
6
 

• He was most proficient in every tongue and spoke to every 

person in his mother tongue.
7
 

• He was the third Ali among the twelve Imams; he was 

perfect in faith, majestic, noble and owner of excellence; 

his evidence of nobility and Imamate were very much 

obvious.
8
 

• It is sufficient for his excellence that Mamun Rashid who 

was considered to be a patron of knowledge and whose 
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court was a center of intellectuals and excellence; he not 

only gave him heir apparency; on the contrary he proposed 

giving him the whole kingdom although he did not accept 

it.
1
 

• All the debates that took place in the court of Mamun, 

Christian and Jew scholars, apostates and atheists, all have 

confessed to his knowledge and excellence. 

• Muhammad Ibne Isa says: I collected his written replies 

and their number came to eighteen thousand. 

• Jasliq was a Christian scholar and he used to say that the 

personality of Isa was consensual and the personality of 

your Prophet is controversial so the consensual should be 

adopted and the controversial should be abandoned. 

Muslims were helpless, but when this argument came 

before him, he said: The consensus is on Isa who had come 

to give glad tidings of our Prophet and he used to serve the 

Almighty. If he is considered to be the last prophet or god, 

his personality is not acceptable to us Muslims.
2
 

Miracles 

• Harun was heading towards another gate when he saw the 

Imam during Hajj; Imam said: No matter how much he 

may flee, our graves shall be in the same place and this 

proved true at last.
3
 

• A person set out to go to Khorasan; his daughter gave him a 

robe to sell it and buy a turquoise. A follower of the Imam 
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passed away on way to Merv and Imam (a.s.) asked for a 

cloth for shrouding the body and he refused. He said: Your 

daughter gave you a robe. He agreed and gave the robe. 

Then the man thought that he was a saintly personality and 

hence he should be asked to solve some religious problems. 

When he came near, he was surrounded by a crowd and he 

waited to get a chance to speak to him. The Imam gave him 

an envelope saying: Replies to your queries are in this 

envelope.
1
 

• Rayyan Ibne Sult came to the Imam and asked him for a 

garment and some coins inscribed with the name of the 

Imam. He gave two garments and thirty coins before he 

asked.
2
 

• Abu Ismail complained that he did not know Arabic; Imam 

Ali Reza (a.s.) passed has hand over his lips and made him 

a speaker of Arabic.
3
 

• He told Ja’far Ibne Salih: Twins would be born to you; 

name the son as Ali and the daughter as Umme Umar. 

When twins were born to him he told his mother that 

although the Imam has chosen these names the name of 

Umme Umar is strange. She said: It is the name of your 

paternal grandmother and the Imam has named in 

accordance to that.
4
 

• After seeing Amin and Mamun, the Imam said: Very soon 

Mamun would have Amin killed and this proved true.
5
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• A man posed many questions to him about Hajj; after 

replying to all of them, he said: Ihram is allowed in the 

clothes that you forgot to ask me about. 

• When a covey of birds created a din, he ordered a 

companion to kill the snake, which was troubling them and 

he went and did that.
1
 

• He ordered some companions going on a journey to take 

things needed in rains; people said it was summer. Imam 

said: Do what I say. Thus people acted on it and as soon as 

they reached there, it started to rain.
2
 

• Muhammad Ibne Isa saw in dream that Holy Prophet 

(s.a.w.s.) is seated in the mosque of his locality and he 

attended him. A tray of dates was placed before him; when 

he asked for dates he gave me a handful; which numbered 

eighteen. I understood that eighteen years remained in my 

life. After some days I heard that Imam Reza (a.s.) has 

arrived. I went to meet in the mosque and found him in the 

same manner; I asked from dates and he gave me a handful 

and they were eighteen in all. I was extremely astonished. I 

said: O son of Messenger, give me some more. He said: If 

the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) had given you more I 

would have also given you. Ibne Isa was further amazed 

and the integration of prophethood and Imamate became 

clear to all.
3
 

Inscription on the ring 

He owned two rings: one was his personal, which had the 

inscription: As Allah willed; there is no strength or power 
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except for Allah. And another ring, which he had received in 

inheritance and its inscription said: Allah is sufficient for me.
1
 

Mourning for Kerbala Tragedy (Azadari) 

It is a historical fact that the Holy Imams (a.s.) keeping in 

mind the circumstances, kept their method of propagation 

compatible with demands of the times as anything contrary to 

this would be useless. On the contrary sometimes it would be 

harmful as is obvious from his statement that dissimulation is 

the religion of him and his ancestors. These circumstances 

demanded that sometimes he adopted the language of sermons 

and sometimes of supplications. After the tragedy of Kerbala 

another language of religious propagation came into being and 

it was Azadari. 

Azadari was in fact a very precautious element of 

propagation of Holy Imams (a.s.) which comprised of 

mourning the calamities that befell ones ancestors, which 

usually made ordinary persons sympathetic and no one opposes 

it. But under its effect this great message of religion is 

publicized as a result of which those circumstances had 

occurred. That is before martyrdom and after that the system of 

propagation remains same; only its title and language changes. 

Thus from Imam Sajjad (a.s.) till the last Imam as much 

opportunity was allowed by the circumstances the Holy Imams 

(a.s.) stressed on this element of propagation of faith and by 

organizing morning assemblies created an emotion among 

people to find causes which led to this tragedy and in this way 

gave them an opportunity to reach to the faith for which these 

calamities were borne. On the other hand, through the narration 

of calamities those propagations were also mentioned, which 

was the main aim of the Holy Imams (a.s.). Its effect is seen 

when under the pretext of Azadari all other subjects of religion 
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are mentioned in it although its actual aim is only mourning. 

The period of Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) and Imam Ali Reza 

(a.s.) was a comparatively free period. Both Imams used this 

method of propagation to call the attention of people to faith 

and to find out the causes behind the carnage. 

Abu Ali Dibil Ibne Razin Khuzai comes to the court of 

Imam Ali Reza (a.s.) in Merv when the Imam was heir 

apparent. Dibil had come to present his poetic compositions 

and the Imam ordered that proper arrangement should be made 

for the same; the ladies sat behind the curtains. When Dibil 

concluded, the Imam added one couplet to it and spoke of his 

grave. Dibil asked what his implication was and the Imam said: 

It denotes my martyrdom and grave.
1
 

As soon as the moon of Mohurrum was seen, he began his 

mourning and he also advised his companions that whenever 

they felt like crying, they should first weep on Imam Husain 

(a.s.) as this tragedy had given perpetuity to religion. 

We should know that after this incident, the Imam gave a 

hundred gold coins to Dibil on which the Imam’s name was 

inscribed and showed that service to Ahle Bayt (a.s.) does not 

mean that you have to serve in free and Ahle Bayt (a.s.) are 

duty bound to give proper recompense. Dibil said that he had 

not composed the elegy for money; on the contrary he had 

written it out of sincerity. The Imam said: Its recompense is 

separate. Dibil asked for a robe, which the Imam gave to him 

and when he was attacked by robbers on the way, the whole 

caravan was saved by the grace of that robe; on the contrary 

they purchased that robe in a thousand gold coins as it was a 

present from Imam Reza (a.s.).
2
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Martyrdom 

On 23
rd

 Zilqad 203 A.H., Mamun had the Imam martyred 

through poison about which he often used to say that he would 

be killed by this man only,
1
 and then mentioned its details also. 

Also on the day when Mamun had summoned him, he had told 

Abu Sult: Don’t ask me any questions, if there is a sheet over 

my head and you should understand that my last moments have 

arrived. The Imam went to the court and Mamun offered him 

poisoned grapes. The Imam declined, which was a basic duty 

of personal protection. He tried to persuade him that he would 

not get grapes better than this. He said: There are better grapes 

in Paradise. He asked: Do you doubt my intentions? Imam 

(a.s.) saw that his killing was imminent and even if he refused, 

he would be blamed for bad expectations; so he ate some 

grapes and stood up to go. Mamun again asked: Where are you 

going? He replied: I am going where you have sent me. Saying 

this, he came to his residence. Abu Sult understood the 

circumstances and sat down at the entrance. Just then someone 

was heard moving inside the house. He asked: How did you 

come here? The door is closed. And who are you? He replied: I 

am his son, Muhammad Ibne Ali; Allah has brought me from 

Medina also conveyed me inside. Distances, doors and walls 

do not stop us. When someone from us Ahle Bayt (a.s.) passes 

away, his successor is with him and takes over all the trusts 

from him. After sometime when the Imam passed away and 

that young boy performed the last rites and prepared the bier, 

he said: Now make an announcement. In order to conceal the 

oppressions the regime declared official mourning and after 

another bath and shrouding, buried the Imam next to Harun.
2
 

                                                 
1
 Damatus Sakiba 

2
 Shawahidun Nubuwwah, Pg. 212; Jilaul Uyun, Pg. 280; Anwar 

Nomaniya, Pg. 127; Jannatul Khulud, Pg. 31; Damatus Sakiba, Vol. 

3, Pg. 71; Nurul Absar, Pg. 144; Matalibus So-ool, Pg. 288; Tarikh 
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Allamah Shibli has expressed doubt that Mamun was 

responsible for poisoning him as it was opposed to his nature 

and his love of knowledge, although one who could not forgive 

his brother, what can be expected from him regarding the 

Imam? That Mamun poisoned the Imam is mentioned in the 

following books: Shawahidun Nubuwwah, Pg. 202; Nurul 

Absar, Pg. 144; Matalibus So-ool, Pg. 288; Rauzatus Safa, Vol. 

3, Pg. 16; Kamil, Vol. 6, Pg. 119; Murujuz Zahab, Vol. 9, Pg. 

33; Al-Fakhri, Pg. 163; Habibus Sayr, Vol. 2, Part I, Pg. 51; 

Al-Ansab Samani, Tadhheeb, Tahzibul Kamal; Mukhtasar 

Akhbarul Kholafa etc. after which it is injustice to say 

Mamun’s culpability is not mentioned in books of Ahle Sunnat 

scholars and it is only a fabricated report of Shia in enmity to 

Mamun. 

Even if we agree that Mamun had no hand in this crime, 

can we not ask what steps he took to find out the real killers of 

his heir apparent and son-in-law? Why they have not been 

exposed? Bani Umayyah can blame Amirul Momineen (a.s.) 

for killing Uthman and fight battles with him and the just 

caliph of Bani Abbas should not do anything to bring killers of 

the Imam to book and allow the matter to rest after declaring 

official funeral etc? Can anyone other than Maulana Shibli 

accept such a thing and can we forgive this serious crime of 

Mamun? Can he still be called Rashid (guided)? 

We should know that in some traditional reports the date 

of the martyrdom is mentioned as 17
th

 Safar and in some 

reports, it is mentioned as end of Safar; but all have mentioned 

the year of martyrdom as 203 A.H. 

Wives and Children 

There is difference of opinion about his children in view of 

                                                                                                       
Aaimma, Pg. 476; Rauzatus Safa, Vol. 3, Pg. 16; Elamul Wara, Pg. 

198; Kanzul Ansab, Pg. 95; Muntahiul Aamaal, Vol. 2, Pg. 312 
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scholars as some have mentioned two sons: Imam Muhammad 

Taqi (a.s.) and Musa. Others have added another son. Nurul 

Absar (Pg. 145) has mentioned five sons and one daughter 

whose names are as follows: Imam Muhammad Taqi (a.s.), 

Hasan, Ja’far, Ibrahim, Husain and Ayesha, but all have 

consensus that his generations continued only through Imam 

Muhammad Taqi (a.s.), on the basis of which Shaykh Mufeed 

(r.a.) has explained that he had only one son, Imam 

Muhammad Taqi (a.s.) and that’s all.
1
 The same point is

mentioned by Shaykh Tabarsi in Elamul Wara (Pg. 199) and 

author of Umdatud Talib has also mentioned it; after which it is 

easy to say that Rizvi Saadaat are actually descendants of 

Imam Muhammad Taqi (a.s.); but since Imam Ali Reza (a.s.) 

gained common popularity, because of his heir apparency, and 

his descendants who were born after two generations, were also 

called as Ibnur Reza; therefore the Taqvi Saadaat also began to 

call themselves Rizvi and this continues to this day; although 

Rizvi, Taqvi and Jawadi all belong to same generation whose 

genealogy begins directly from Imam Muhammad Taqi (a.s.) 

and through him reaches to Imam Ali Reza (a.s.) and this 

relationship can also be taken to Imam Ali Reza (a.s.), because 

the Imam who had both fallible and infallible children, his 

fallible children were attributed to him and his infallible 

children were attributed to sons of Imam. In case of Imam Ali 

Reza (a.s.), he did not have two types of children, therefore his 

complete generation can be attributed to him and otherwise 

also, all the Imams belong to the same family tree, hence 

anyone’s children can be attributed to another and there is no 

sort of detestability in this; all are descendants of Prophet and 

Zahra; and all comprise the fulfilled divine promise of Kauthar, 

through which Almighty Allah assured His Prophet and which 

is to continue till Judgment Day. 

1
 Kitabul Irshad, Pg. 271-345; Safinatul Biharul, Vol. 2, Pg. 239; 

Muntahiul Aamaal, Vol. 2, Pg. 312; Manaqib Ibne Shahr Ashob, 

Vol. 3, Pg. 209 
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Only one respected lady is mentioned as his wife, who was 

named Khizran, and she was also called as Sabika. Holy 

Prophet (s.a.w.s.) had also mentioned about her in his 

traditions, when he said: My life be sacrificed on her son. In 

addition to personal excellence, this lady also possesses the 

distinction of being a descendant of Mariya Qibtia, wife of 

Prophet,
1
 who had the honor of being mother of Ibrahim and

whose son was ransom of Imam Husain (a.s.), so that he should 

remain alive whose survival is connected to survival of Islam 

and whose martyrdom is connected to life of belief of 

monotheism. 

An excellence 

Among the merits of Imam Reza (a.s.) is the fact that at 

the time of departure, Imam Musa (a.s.) had gathered seventeen 

persons and in their presence, drawn up a document, which was 

witnessed by sixty persons, whose subject matter was: My 

successor is my son, Ali Reza, because the Imam knew that he 

would never return to Medina again and at the time of his 

passing away also, apparently his son would not be with him 

that he could declare his successorship. This was 

unprecedented in the life of Imams.
2

Companions and Students 

1- Dibil Ibne Ali al-Khuzai 

He was the greatest poet and litterateur of his time. His 

panegyric is considered to be a masterpiece of literature. After 

composing the Qasida about Imam Ali Reza (a.s.) he set out to 

Khorasan to recite it in the presence of the Imam. The Imam 

1
 Shawahidun Nubuwwah, Pg. 204; Rauzatus Safa, Vol. 3, Pg. 16 

2
 Biharul Anwar Vol. 5, Chap. 15, Pg. 248 



Ingratitude of Bounties (Kufran e Ne’mat) 

The 55th greater sin is ingratitude of bounties. Therefore punishment is promised for this sin in the Holy 

Quran, in some instances it has been referred to as Kufr and is also mentioned as a reason for calamities 

on the previous generations and tribes.  

Allah mention in Surah Ibrahim Ayah 7 - And when your Lord proclaimed to BaniIsrail: “If you give thanks 

(faith and good deeds in return for protection from Firo’un and other vices), I will grant you increase; but 

if you are ungrateful, My punishment is severe (on being ungrateful).” 

Allah mention ins Surah Baqarah Ayah 152 - So remember Me, and I will remember you. And thank Me, 

and do not be ungrateful. 

The tribe of Sabah is ungrateful for the blessings and suffers from calamities 

Allah mentions in Surah Saba regarding the representatives of tribe (Ayah 15 -17) 

In Sheba’s homeland (which was in Yemen)there used to be a wonder: two gardens, on the right, and on 

the left (and it is said that there were no harmful animals or insects in them and if some one would lay an 

empty basket below a tree it would get filled with fruits). Prophets had told them “Eat of your Lord’s 

provision, and give thanks to Him.” A good land, and a forgiving Lord. 

But they turned away (and exhibited ingratitude and said that we do not think that Allah has blessed us 

with these bounties and if He has given these bounties then he should take these away), so We 

unleashed against them the flood of the dam (it is mentioned that dam (Erum) is the name of an 

embankment that the queen of Sabah, Balqis, ordered it to be constructed from brick and tar, where the 

rain water used to accumulate. There were three doors constructed on top of each other and that there 

was a lake beneath it with 12 channels. When it used to rain the water would accumulate at the dam 

and the doors would be opened as per the requirement to allow the water to flow in to the lake. The 

accumulated water in the lake would then be distributed amongst the channels. Times passed and Balqis 

died and the people turned rebels such that they crossed limits. Allah then inflicted them with large mice 

that created holes in the embankment, the water started flooding which destroyed the dam. Some 

people died while the others scattered, their story of powerlessness became an example to learn from in 

the Arab world); and We substituted their two gardens with two gardens of bitter fruits, thorny shrubs, 

and meager harvest.We thus penalized them for their ungratefulness. Would We penalize any but the 

ungrateful? 

Blessing becomes calamity 

Allah has mentioned in Surah Nahl Ayah 112 - And God cites the example of a town that was secure and 

peaceful, with its livelihood coming to it abundantly from every direction. But then it turned 

unappreciative of God’s blessings, so God made it taste the robe of hunger and fear, because of what 

they used to craft. Robe has been mentioned to highlight that the calamity has engulfed them in the 

same way as robe covers the person wearing it. Many translators and detailers have mentioned that this 



town alludes to Makkah, her habitants were subjected to drought and famine for a period of 7 years and 

the condition was such that they used to consume burnt bones, meat of dead animals and blood.  

Ingratitude is a form of disbelief 

Imam Jaffer e Sadiq (A.S.) used to mention ingratitude as a form of disbelief (kufr) because Allah repeats 

the story of Sulayman (A.S.) that - whatever Allah has bestowed upon me is through His mercy so that he 

may test me whether I am thankful or unappreciative. The one who thanks, thanks for himself (as 

thanking increases the bounties), and if someone is unappreciative so be it, for my Lord does not need 

their appreciation and that He is gracious.He mentions that - if you are thankful I will increase your 

bounties but if you are unappreciative then undoubtedly the punishment will also be severe. He also 

mentions that - if you remember me I will remember you. Be thankful to me and avoid ingratitude. 

The summary of Imam’s (A.S.) discussion is that Allah refers to ingratitude as disbelief in all the above 

three verses. We also understand that there are three consequences of ingratitude; the bounties vanish, 

calamities befall and Allah leaves them on their own .  

Ingratitude and narrations from Ahlul Bayt (A.S.) 

Some of the many narrations are mentioned below: 

- Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) has said that – as compared to all other sins ungratefulness will 

receive its punishment much sooner (Wasail Shia, Part 8, page 517). 

- Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) also mentions – there are three sins whose committers will 

receive theirpunishment before hereafter; disobedience of parents, oppressing people and 

ungrateful for the blessings (Wasail Shia). 

- Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) has also mentioned – the best amongst the servants of Allah is 

the one who is grateful to all the bounties bestowed upon him, and the enemy of Allah is the one 

who is ungrateful for the blessings. (Mustadrak, page 316). 

- Imam Ali (A.S.) has mentioned in his will that – do not be ungrateful for any blessing for in reality 

ungratefulness is the greatest and the worst form of disbelief (Kufr). (Mustadrak, page 396). 

Meaning of being ungrateful  

Being ungrateful means to hide the blessings and there are three kinds:  

1 –lack of awareness of the blessing: this is the greatest and the gravest kind and there are two forms: 

First, lack of awareness of the blessing  as in not recognizing something as a blessing, not to pay heed 

towards it or to ignore it and to considering its presence or absence as equal. Second, not being aware 

of the one who has bestowed the blessing, in fact not knowing the Lord or that one of His attributes is to 

bestow blessings. Therefore, not to understand that He is the only one who has bestowed the blessing 

but to think that some other source has provided him with the blessing. Thus, not being aware of the 

blessing or the one who has provided the blessing are both ingratitude (being ungrateful) and deserve 

chastisement as which is promised and that it is a greater sin.  



2 – Disbelief based on situation – any sane person should be pleased and gratified with the blessing that 

Allah has bestowed on him thinking that Allah has done a favor towards him and that He has 

remembered him and that the human being hopes for continued blessing from him (Surah Younus Ayah 

58). On the contrary if one remains distrustful of his Lord and loses hope in His Mercy and Graciousness, 

and rather than being happy he severs his ties with Him, this situation is being ungrateful for the 

bounties from Allah.  

3 – Kufr from the body parts – refers to practical Kufr such that he intends in his heart to commit a sin, 

complains about them from his mouth, as in instead of counting his blessings and being thankful for 

them he ignores them all (Surah AzZuha Ayah 11), while complaining about his unfulfilled wishes, he 

speaks ill about the works of Allah and using the blessings from Him in instances where they are not 

meant to be used and using body parts in actions which Allah has restricted him from, the actions will 

distance him away from the blesisngs of Allah.  

Imam Sajjad (A.S.) explains - being ungrateful for blessings and ingratitude is included in (those sins that 

convert the blessings). (Ma’ni Al Akhbar) 

Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) has said – the fishar of the grave (squeezing of the grave) is the 

kaffara(punishment) of those blessings that the Momin has wasted (Bihar ul Anwar Volume 3).  

There are many narrations and verses relating to the obligation of being grateful and reality of thanking 

and its types which can be found in great details in books such as Usool Al Kafi.  

A person is worse than Animal if he is not grateful  

Imam Sajjad (A.S.) has said – Special praise be for the Lord, if He would not have taught his servants how 

to thank Him for the bounties that He has bountifully and continuously bestowed on them, undoubtedly 

they would have accepted and used those bounties without being grateful for them, and should they 

have done this they would have departed from realm of humanity and would have stooped to the levels 

of animals and predators, similar to what Allah has mentioned in the Holy Quran – Disbelievers (kuffar) 

are like animals but they are even worse and misguided (first dua, Sahifa e Sajjadia). 

A person who is not grateful for blessings in fact not only departs from the realms of humanity but at 

the same time not much can be said regarding blessings and glad tidings that he might be worthy of as a 

result of his faith, good deeds and awareness of the religion which are blessings that persist for lifetime.  

Rejection of the means and source (through which the blessings are received) 

Allah has created this world as door of possibilities through His wisdom and has created means, sources 

or intercession through which the individual is able to receive the blessings. Thus, logically one should 

not reject or ignore the means through which he has received the bounties, in fact the individual should 

also be grateful to them. However, he should not consider those means as the provider of the blessings 

but the respect is necessary as he was able to receive the blessings through them. For instance he 

should through his words, deed and actions be grateful to Allah that He has bestowed blessings at him 

through another person (i.e. the means).  



Imam Sajjad (A.S.) has said – Allah likes him who is grateful, and on the day of judgement He will 

question his servant that (in the world) you did not thank the person (through whom the blessings 

reached him) therefore you have not thanked me.  

Then Imam Sajjad (A.S.) mentioned – the most grateful amongst you is he who thanks those through him 

he has received the blessings (Wasail Shia).  

Imam Jaffer e Sadiq (A.S.) has said – in reality thanking Allah for the blessing is to thank the person 

through whom you have received the blessings (Wasail Shia).  

Imam Ali Raza (A.S.) has said – he who does not thank the person through whom he has received the 

blessings, it is as if he has not thanked the Almighty Himself (Wasail Shia).  

Prophet (P.B.U.H.) has said – on the day of judgment, man will be brought to account for his deeds and 

Allah will command him to be taken to hell, he will cry “O Lord why are you casting me to the hell fire 

when I have been reciting the Hold Quran? Allah will reply “this is because I bestowed you with bounties 

and you did not thank for it. The man will reply – “O Allah you gave me this blessing and that is how I 

thanked for it and you blessed me with the other and I thanked in this way.” And in this way he will count 

the blessings and how he thanked for each of them. Allah will respond that you have been truthful in all 

your accounts but also mention that you never thanked the people through whom I had sent these 

blessings to you. By my existence I swear that the person whom I have provided with blessings, I will not 

accept his thankfulness until he thanks the person through whom he has received the blessing (Wasail 

Shia, Part 8, Page 516). 

 Previously, one of the narrations from Imam Jaffer E Sadiq (A.S.) was mentioned where he said –curse 

be on him with whom goodness happens but he is not thankful for it. And because of his ungratefulness 

(and lack of gratitude), those who do goodness are discouraged from doing so for others.   

Reality of thanking the means (through which blessings are received) 

Prophet (P.B.U.H.) has said – when you receive a blessing or goodness from your momin brother, it is 

sufficient to say that may Allah bless you with glad tidings.  And if your name is mentioned in a gathering 

where you are not present then you should say that may Allah bless them with glad tidings. In this way 

you have returned the favor and have balanced the case (Wasaill Shia – Mustadrak). 

Prophet (P.B.U.H.) has also said – he who has asked of you by promise of Allah, and from him whom you 

have received blessings and goodness, go forth and compensate him that is do good to him in the same 

way as he has done good to you, but if you cannot compensate him equally or are not able to do good 

for him then you should pray for him in such a way that he knows that you have compensated him 

(Wasaill Shia – Mustadrak). 

Therefore, every favor should be returned with another favor, Allah mentions in Suarh Rahman Ayah 60 

– Can there be a compensation for good except the good. But this needs to be noted that the one who

commences the good deed is always superior. 



It is clearly mentioned in narrations that under this rule there is no discrimination amongst those who 

do a favor, i.e. whether he is a momin or a kafir, worshipper or sinner, whoever it may be and whichever 

kind of favor he has bestowed, it should be reciprocated (compensated).  

Wilayat is the greatest of the blessings 

Undoubtedly, bounties from Allah whether worldly or hereafter, tangible or intangible, cannot be 

accounted for. As mentioned in the holy Quran, Allah has reminded in Surah Ibrahim Ayah 34 – even if 

you wish to count the blessings from Allah you will not be able to.For all these blessings being ungrateful 

for them, as mentioned above, is a greater sin and worthy of chastisement. However, it is important to 

know that the more effective and significant the blessings are, the more grave will be sin of being 

ungrateful and consequently its chastisement.  

Wilayat of Ahlul Bayt is the greatest of the blessings (Bihar ul Anwar, Volume 7) and ungratefulness to 

this blessing is gravest of all. Being ungrateful is equivalent to not accepting the wilayat. Ignoring or not 

remembering these personalities, not being affectionate towards them, not following their sayings or 

causes is as if one does not pay any heed to their stature and does not benefit from the blessing of 

Wilayat.  

As mentioned in Tafseer Safi and Burhan, most of verses in the Holy Quran pertaining to faith mention 

about believing in Wilayat and similarly verses relating to disbelief allude to rejecting Wilayah. Two 

instances are mentioned below:  

Surah Ibrahim Ayah 28 - 29 – Have you not considered those who exchanged the favor of Allah for 

disbelief and settled their people [in] the home of ruin? [It is] Hell, which they will [enter to] burn, and 

wretched is the settlement. 

It has been noted in various narrations that blessings are the infallibles and the Ahlul Bayt (A.S.) while 

Kufr is the enemy of the family of the Prophet (P.B.U.H.).  

Surah Takasur Ayah 8 - Then you will surely be asked that Day about pleasure (blessing). 

It is found in many narrations thatNa’im (Ne’mat) about which one will be questioned, in this instance, 

refers to the Wilayat of family of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.). 

In summary, the reality and foundation of Nemat (lessing) is Wilayat as the benefit of all the blessings is 

dependent upon Wilayat.  

Rejecting the existence of the Learned 

Rejecting the blessing of Wilyah is to reject the existence of learned and religious cleric who are the 

ordinary representatives (Aam Naib) of Imam Al Hujjat (AJTF) during his occultation. It is evident that 

rejecting the representative is to reject the personality that he represents. Thanking the representative 

is as if to thank him who he represents (virtues of the learned is not part of the discussion in this topic.) 

Who is the a representative (Naib) of Imam (AJTF) 



Naib is he who is nourished with the knowledge of Prophet (PBUH) and his progeny, has reached a level 

of understanding and affirmation, and by means of his spiritual powers is free from the bounds of 

desires, has completely conquered Satan and his self and possesses the attribute of being just.  

In summary, he should be an example of the Imam and has benefited from the inner-light ofnobel 

personalities, such that people in this world are influenced by his words, character and by his mere 

existence and attain salvation by following him.  

Those who know, are aware of the fact that to reach that level (of being the representative of Imam 

(AJTF)) is extremely difficult and involvessincere diligence. As the existence of such a learned individual 

is the greatest blessing it is equally important is to be thankful while its rejection is the greatest vice.  

Rejecting the existence of a Spiritual leader 

Rejecting the existence of a spiritual leader is to not accept his existence as a blessing, paying no heed to 

its importance, following him is not considered important and (God forbid) to reject his commands 

which in itself is a major sin and is equivalent to opposing the Imam (AJTF) himself and it comes in the 

scope of committing shirk (ascribing someone to Allah). In a nutshell, it is to break all ties with Imam 

(AJTF).  

Abu Hamza mentions that Imam Jaffer E Sadiq (A.S.) has said – be a learned, or a student or a comrade 

of those who have knowledge, don’t be the forth kind (i.e. not being amongst learned, student or 

comrade a knowledgeable person) as you will result in destruction by keeping them as your enemies 

(Usool Al Kafi – Book Fazl Al Ilm – Part Isnaf Un Naas – Hadith 3).  

Imam Sajjad (A.S.) has said – Allah sent a revelation to Danial (A.S.) that in my eyes my greatest enemy is 

that ignorant person who does not pay heed to the rights of the knowledgeable and does not follow 

them. An in my eyes my greatest friend is he who is pious, performs good deeds, serves knowledgeable 

people, follower of the tolerant, the one who respects those with wisdom (UsoolKafi - Part Thawab Al 

IlmwaTa’lum – Hadith 5)  

Severe punishment for rejecting the existence of the learned 

Severe punishment has been promised for rejecting this blessing. Prophet (P.B.U.H.) has said – a time 

will come where normal people will escape from learned people in the same way as sheep escapes from 

a wolf. Therefore Allah will befall on them three calamities; He will remove sustenance from their wealth 

and properties, will ordain on them an oppressive ruler and they will leave this world in a state of 

disbelief (Kufr)(Safinatul Bihar, Volume 2 page 220).  

It should be clear that those who seek religious knowledge are destined to reach a high status of 

representation of Imam (AJTF). Their existence is a blessing and their respect is compulsory. Rejecting 

their existence and disrespecting them is haraam.  



Temptation (Fitnaa) 

Some of the greater sins mentioned in this section are in some respects and gravity more severe as 

compared to the sins that have been mentioned in the previous sections and volumes or if it is 

mentioned in the Holy Quran or a similar trusted source as being graver than a greater sin. For instance 

Fitna (machination or temptation) is clearly considered to be more severe than murder (Surah Baqra 

Ayah 191, 217). Considering the fact that unfair murder of a human being is a well-recognized greater 

sin then Fitna is consequently a greater sin which is worse than murder.  

It is sufficient for Fitna to be worthy of severe loath and wrath as in the Holy Quran, Allah has 

commanded for Jihad (holy war) in order to evade Fitna and is mention in Surah Baqra Ayah 193 Fight 

them [mushrikin] until there is no [more] fitnah and [until] worship is [acknowledged to be] for Allah. 

In the book Islam wa Sulh Jhanbani Mulif Syed Qutb page 56, it is mentioned that the only type of war 

that Islam has considered to be religiously allowed and termed obligatory is the war undertaken to 

uphold the Kalimah of Allah, Kalimah of Allah here refers to the reality which is in accordance with such 

rules and Sunnah that are considered to be unmalleable for mankind and the world.  

As mentioned before, mutual dependence nature of the world and collaboration in work in humankind 

are two principals that Allah requires for the continuity of life. Balanced organization which is built into 

the vary foundations of this world, which prevents it from being scattered and divided, which has 

provided strength to life allowing it to continually progress towards success and accomplishment. 

Collaboration in work and mutual cooperation which is generally required throughout the history for the 

continuous progress of all mankind, is upheld. 

Islam is for the guidance of all mankind, therefore the task of the word of Allah and His intentions is to 

make the blessings and the goodness brought by Islam reach all mankind. And to evade all those 

circumstances that form as an obstacle between mankind and the blessings. Therefore, he who is a 

stone in the path and becomes an obstruction between mankind and goodness, is an enemy of Allah 

and he attacks the word of Allah and His motives. Therefore one should remove this obstacle in the way 

of preaching and inviting people to good and should uphold the word of Allah. However, this does not 

mean that we preach Islam through supremacy, but our motive is to provide them with food for thought 

and breadth of knowledge though which they may attain guidance and goodness because Islam does 

not force to be accepted (La Ikrahafidin – there is no compulsion in religion). On the contrary Islam 

wants to isolate and remove those bystanders who misguide people that are on their path to salvation. 

“wa Qatalo hum hatta la takunfitnawayakun al din klahullah” which means And fight them until there is 

no fitnah and [until] the religion, all of it, is for Allah. 

The purpose of Islam is to spread justice in the world and amongst human communities to promote 

communal justice, abiding by the law and to uphold justice among nations. Whenever someone opts for 

the path of oppression and fares away from justice, it is necessary for Muslims to fight against to uphold 

the word of Allah, regardless of even if it is against another Muslim (Book – Islam waSulhJhanbani). 



Allah mentions in Surah Al Burooj Ayah 10 - Indeed, those who have forced the believing men and 

believing women into Fitna and then have not repented will have the punishment of Hell, and they will 

have the punishment of the Burning Fire. 

Prophet (P.B.U.H.) has said – the one who attempts to create Fitna becomes the denier of Allah even 

though if he is a Muslim (Wasail Shia – Book Jihad – Part 8 – Hadith 14) 

Meaning of Fitna 

Even though the natives have derived ten different meanings of Fitna, Fitna in this context refers to two 

general interpretations that is to create commotion (disorder) and to disrupt the peace, harmony and 

freedom of an individual or a group, instigating fight amongst two or more people, create vices and to 

get the community trapped in difficulties and troubles. 

Fitna is involved in worldly as well as religious affairs and there are many types of religious Fitna. In one 

instance an individual tries to misguide and prevent others from accepting the true religion and uses his 

words and pen to create doubts, while in other instance he prevents others from accepting the religion 

by troubling those who have already accepted the religion. An example of this would be the treatment 

of Muslims by Mushrikeen of Makkah during the initial days of Islam.  

History proves it that since the beginning of the religion of Islam in the 14 centuries, many Fitna’s have 

risen in the Islamic world. The reason for the birth of these Fitna is to test the world, to uncover the 

reality of those who claim faith and piety, to separate the pure from impure, to give birth to good in the 

fortunate ones and callousness in the unfortunate. This has been mentioned in various instances in the 

Holy Quran. Surah Ankaboot Ayah 2 - Do the people think that they will be left to say, "We believe" and 

they will not be tried? 

The most severe Fitna which arose in the last century was that of division, materialism, supporting 

profligacy and rejecting honesty and spiritualism which had redirected (like a flood) from Europe and 

America to the Muslim world. It uprooted the doctrine of creation and the concept of hereafter from 

the hearts and replaced it with materialism, profligacy, selfishness and love of this world. Muslims noted 

this as the real meaning of Ayah 59 of Surah Mariam which says that But there came after them 

successors who neglected prayer and pursued desires; so they are going to meet evil. 

Thus, these people obliterated nobility and spiritualism from human society. It made every one heedless 

of Allah and the hereafter and got them so deeply indulged in vices and desires that only the name of 

Islam was left. As Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) had mentioned that after inspecting the condition of 

society it is found that the great attributes of human are replaced with satan and animal like traits. For 

instance, decency which is a noble attribute that prevents a thousand vices and guards chastity has been 

lifted and is replaced with indignity and lack of respect. Similarly, fulfilling the rights especially of 

parents, which is a fundamental part of the society, and righteousness have gradually disappeared. 

These qualities have been replaced with neglecting the rights, ingratitude, ungratefulness and to ignore 

helping others.  



Joint collaboration, mutual co-operation, organization, benignity, mercy, empathy, well wishing and to 

forgive are such attributes that uphold the system of life and are associated with betterment in the 

hereafter, these attributes are now extinct. These are replaced with selfishness, pride, cold heartedness, 

lack of complacency, etc. Similarly, honesty of words and character has also become extinct at all levels. 

This is replaced with fallacy, adulteration, fraud and cheating. Thus, you will notice people of different 

races and backgrounds will try to change themselves in order to present themselves better. They will 

resort to all manners of crime and dishonesty in order to gain wealth and maintain their materialistic 

luxuries and standard of living reaching to such an extent that they would sell poisonous edibles hence 

endangering the lives of fellow human.  

In summary, they have stooped to the level of animals, they are separate from each other, with hatred 

amongst them, they meet and spend their lives with anger and aggression. All that is mentioned is a 

sample of negativity from materialism, which if started to explain, will fill books.  

It is evident that those who initiate and promote Fitna, their agenda is to weaken the social bond and to 

eradicate the spiritualism. The greatest means by which they achieve this is by enticing the society, 

specially the youth, to deem the honest person as weak, ridicule him and create distance between the 

honest people and the society so that they may never realize the importance and status of honesty, the 

greatness of this attribute and significance of honesty in the character. Thereafter, making them deaf 

and blind (metaphorically), these youth are then plunged into a trench of vices thus indulging them into 

various kinds of sins. The greatest tool for them to attain this motive is inculpation. Sometimes they say 

that the honest person is not well versed with the current circumstances of cultural anthropology, 

sometime they make him an enemy of the social progress, sometimes they accuse him of being 

mammonist or the one who longs for grandeur. Since social progress creates an obstacle in their control 

over the society, they ensure to inhibit the progress and therefore cast such blames. For any sensible 

Muslim, it is evident that these are just hoax blames and have no relation whatsoever with the reality.  

Heresy (Bidat) and Espionage 

Heresy is also included in religious Fitna. Those who invent new additions in Islam and created divide 

amongst the Muslims and ignited numerous fitnas and fracas, are worst of those who invoke fitna.  

Another religious fitna is espionage of those information that are to be kept concealed amongst the 

Muslims as Allah has mentioned in Surah Nisa Ayah 83 regarding Munafiqeen - And when there comes to 

them information about [public] security or fear, they spread it around. 

Allam Majlisi narrated the meaning of this Ayah from Baizawi that they expose information regarding 

security and fear. It was the way of some of weak natured Muslims that whenever they used to find out 

about the troops that have been sent towards the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) or when the Prophet (P.B.U.H.) 

used to inform them about a revelation from Allah regarding victory or defeat, they would expose it 

which in turn would lead to confusion and trouble. Thus, this Ayah discourages disclosure such that it 

would lead to detriment.  

Exposing the secrets of Shia and Narrations 



Similar is the case with exposing the secrets of Shia that the Imams (A.S.) have given to them regarding 

their enemies, as this will lead to harm and affliction. In summary, not adopting Taqia where it is wajib 

could lead to loss.  

Allama Majlisi has said – perhaps telling those difficult aspects of knowledge (uloom) to those who are 

not capable of understanding them would come in the category of exposing a secret (Usool Al Kafi – 

Book Iman wa Al Kufr – Part Al Iza’a – Hadith 12).  

Imam Sadiq (A.S.) has said – he who exposes our narrations (hadith) Allah will deprive him of his faith 

because he did not assassinate us with reason but he assassinated us without any reason and on 

purpose. 

He also said while explaining the meaning of Ayah 61 Surah Baqra “they unfairly assassinate Prophets” 

Imam (A.S.) has said – by Allah they have not killed the Prophets with their swords but by exposing their 

secrets and have made them famous through which they were killed (Al Kafi).  

Distortion of religious gatherings  

Those who unite and harmonize in their approach to Allah and collectively perform Zikr of their 

Prophets and Imam (A.S.), imposing compulsion amongst them, creating misconceptions doubts 

amongst the subjects or between the preacher and the subjects, creating a divide amongst them and 

abolishing the spiritual/emotional unity that they posses which is the root of all evil, is severely disliked 

by Allah and is a religious Fitna.  

The Sin of Fitna is graver than Murder 

As mentioned previously, the sin of Fitna is more severe than the sin of murdering a human being as 

according to the admonition by the Holy Quran because murder is ending the transitory and worldly life 

and in fact getting rid of worldly vices and calamities. But religious fitna ends the life in the hereafter 

and a person is deprived of permanent blessings. As the hereafter is superior and more important (infact 

incomparable) than this world, similarly religious Fitna is also as severe of a sin as compared to murder.  

The Murder which is even more severe than beheading 

Imam Sajjad (A.S.) has mentioned – should I inform you about a murder which is more severe than 

beheading? His subjects replied – please do. Imam (A.S.) mentioned – when someone murders the other 

and kills him permanently. His subjects asked – what is that? Imam (A.S.) said – misguiding from the 

Prophet hood of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) and Imamat of Imam Ali (A.S.), force him to walk on the 

path other than of Allah and follow the enemies of Imam Ali (A.S.) in such a way that enemies of Imam 

Ali (A.S.) consider him as his harbinger and he rejects the virtues and trustworthiness of Imam Ali (A.S.). 

So this is the murder which will force the victim in hell fire forever and the punishment of the guilty (the 

one invoking Fitna) will also be permanent hell fire (Tafseer Ali Ibn Ibrahim Qummi). 

Worldly Fitna 



Worldly fitna is worse than murder because whoever ignites the fire of Fitna and burns a few individuals 

in this fire, he indulges them in such pain and misery that is equivalent to killing them every day. Thus, if 

they were killed once and for all it would have been a greater relief. Second, Fitna causes murder such 

that it injures or makes parts of the body inutile or faulty. Shaheed mentions that unfair murder is a 

greater sin and that harming parts of the body is equal to murder (Qawaid page 100). 

It should be known that the more severe the consequences of the Fitna are the greater will be the sin.  

Fitna is also referred to Kufr and Shirk 

It should be evident that many interpreters interpret the word Fitna in this Ayah as Kufr (disbelief) and 

Shirk (associating someone or something with Allah). One narration of Imam Baqir (A.S.) which is found 

in the tafseer of Ayah “Hatta la Takoon”, he has explained the meaning of Fitna to be Shirk and is similar 

to the explanations above because a true Momin will never commit a religious or worldly Fitna. Imam Ali 

(A.S.) has mentioned explaining about the pious (mutaqqin) – from them there is hope for goodness, 

safety from vices and fearlessness (Nahjul balagah – Khutba Hummam). This means that if the light of 

faith enters the heart, there will be peace from his existence. Therefore, he who instigates Fitna is either 

a kafir (hidden or exposed) or if he is a Muslim then he has neither escaped the darkness of Kufr nor has 

he overcome the levels Shirk. His heart is still void of the light of faith.    

Espionage for a tyrant  

Espionage in favor of a tyrant ruler is also amongst the various meanings of Fitna. It is evident that 

greater the danger and vice resulting from it the more severe it is as compared to murder, because one 

act of espionage can cause various other murders and crimes. For instance, due to espionage of Muakkil, 

Ibn Ziyad was able to capture and assassinate Hazrat Muslim and Hani bin Urwah. The incident of 

Karbala and the subsequent events also resulted from this espionage.  



Ahasnul Miqal 

20 attributes of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) 

1. While in Alam e Zil o Shaj, the light of Imam E Zamana (AJTF) was the brightest 
amongst the lights (Anwar) of all the Aimah.  

2. Purity of ancestry – the forefathers of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) possessed piety and their 
lineage was the purist of all. From the maternal ancestry, the lineage leads to Qiasr e 
Rome and Janab e Sham’on (representative of Hazarat Isa (A.S.). The lineage of Janab 
e Sham’on leads to that of many Prophets and their representatives.  

3. Two of the angels carried Imam e Zamana (AJTF) to the highest of the heavens 
immediately after his birth, and the the Almight (SWT) conversed with him proclaiming 
that - greetings for you o my servant, for you have been created to assist my religion, to 
show evidence of my greatness and you are guidance for all my servants. I swear that I 
will provide and withhold because of you and will forgive because of you.  

4. Bait ul Hum – it is narrated that there is a house named Bait ul Hum specifically for Imam 
e Zamana (AJTF) which houses a lantern that is lit since his birth and will be lit until the 
time when he will reappear with his sword. 

5. The name and kuniyat of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) and Prophet Muhammad (P.B. U. H.) 
is the same. It is narrated that when the name of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) is chosen for a 
child the kuniyat should not be opted together.  

6. The sacredness of pronouncing the the name of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) as mentioned 
previously.  

7. Imam e Zamana (AJTF) is the last representative of the Almighty (SWT) on the Earth. 
There is neither any representative nor any sign of Allah (SWT) after him.  

8. Being in occultation from the day of birth and being entrusted to Ruh al Qudus and being 
brought up in Alam e Nur and Fazai Quds. His parts are neither affected by impurities 
nor do they involve the disobedience such as those of sons of Adam and Satan. He is 
belessed with the bounty of thriving in an environment filled with angels and the blessed 
souls.  

9. He has never associated or linked with any Kuffar or Munafiqs in the condition of fear or 
Taqayyah, from the day of his birth until now no tyrant has been able to gain access to 
him. No tyrant has been able partner with or represent Imam e Zamana (AJTF). Imam 
(AJTF) has maintained distance from their places of dwelling.  

10. Imam e Zamana (AJTF) has never paid allegiance to any tyrant. As narrated from Imam 
Hasan (A.s.) as mentioned in Alaam e Wara that - there is no one amongst us who has 
not paid allegiance to the tyrant in his time except the Imam (AJTF) behind whom Hazrat 
Isa (A.S.) (son of Maryam) will offer prayers. (this allegiance does not refer to following 
the terms of the tyrant and considering him as rightful, because an infallible cannot pay 
allegiance to a fallible regardless of how pious the person is, left alone paying allegiance 
to the rulers of Bani Umayyah and Bani Abbas who are pinnacles of tyranny and 
oppression. The allegiance mentioned above refers to the situation whereby the tyrant of 
the time rules over them and can subject them to oppression ultimately leading the ruler 
to poison the Imam. Imam e Zamana (AJTF) is protected against this form of allegiance 
as well.) 



11. Presence of signs on the back of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) similar to the sign of 
Numbuwat that was present on the back Prophet Muhammad (P.B. U. H.). Perhaps this 
alludes to the sign of Imamat and end of succession of representsative.  

12. In the heavenly books and the heavenly papers, Allah (SWT) alludes to Imam e Zamana 
(AJTF) only through his title (or many titles) and never refers to him through his name.  

13. At the time of the reappearance of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) unique and uncommon 
heavenly and earthly warnings will appear that have never surfaced at the time of the 
birth or reappearance of any sign/representative of Allah. It is narrated from Imam Jaffer 
(A.S.) in the book al Kafi, “Sanurihim Ayatina fi al Afaq wa fi Anfusihim hatta 
yatabayyana lahum annahulhaqq” which means “In time we will make them fully 
understand our messages (through what they perceive) in the utmost horizons (of the 
universe) and within themselves so that it will become clear unto them that this 
(revelation)  is indeed the truth.” The signs reffered to in this verse are the ones which 
will emerge before the reappearance of Imam e Zamana (AJTF), “haqq” in the verse 
refers to the reappearance of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) and is mentioned that the he is 
the truth from Allah (SWT) that the humanity will witness and that the reappearance of 
Imam e Zamana (AJTF) therefore is necessary. These signs and warnings are 
numerous and it is mentioned in various narrations that there are nearly four hundred. 

14. It is narrated from numerous traditions that along with the reappearance a heavenly 
announcement (voice) will be heard with the name of Imam e Zamana (AJTF). Ali Bin 
Ibrahim Qummi has narrated from Imam Jafer (A.S.) in the tafseer of Ayat e Shareefa 
Waistami’o Youm e Yunad al Mundi min makan qareeb (listen attentively to the call of 
the caller from a neighboring house), it is narrated that the caller will call with the name 
of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) along with his father (A.S.). In Ghaibat e Naumani, it is 
narrated from Imam Baqir (A.S.) that the caller will call together with Imam e Zamana 
(AJTF) such that the one who is in east or in the west will hear it, one who is sleeping 
will be awakened, one who is standing will get seated, one who is seated will rise due to 
the fright from the call. He mentioned that the voice will be of Jibrael which will be 
sounded on the night of Friday 23rd Ramadhan. There are numerous narrations to 
support this such that this sign has become indisputable.  

15. The speed with which the heavens and the skies rotate will decelerate. Sheikh Mufeed 
has narrated from Abu Baseer who has narrated from Imam Baqir (A.S.) in a detailed 
narration pertaining to Imam e Zamana (AJTF). He mentioned that the Imam e Zamana 
(AJTF) will rule for seven years and that each of those years will be equivalent to ten 
years and that Allah (SWT) will resurrect whom he wishes. The narrator questioned as to 
how the years will be prolonged. Imam (A.S.) mentioned that Allah (SWT) will order the 
universe to lose pace resulting in the days and the years being prolonged.  

The narrator mentioned that he questioned that according to people if the universe were 
to change course it will lead to destruction. Imam (A.S.) replied that this is the thought of 
the unbelievers. As for the Muslims they have no reason to believe this, especially when 
Allah (SWT) divided the moon into two for his Prophet (P.B.U.H.) and reverted the sun 
for Yusha Bin Noon and has also informed about the day of Judgment such that if you 
calculate, that day will equate to thousand years.  

16. Reappearance of Musahif Amir ul Mo’mineen (A.S.) that Imam Ali (A.S.) compiled after 
the death of the Prophet (P.B.U.H.), will reappear in the original form void of any 
changes and comprises of all those elements that had descended upon Imam Ali (A.S.) 
in the form of a miracle. Imam (A.S.) had presented it to the companions of the Prophet 
(P.B.U.H.) who had objected to it, therefore Imam (A.S.) had concealed it. The Musahif 



still exists in the original condition and will reappear on the hands of Imam e Zamana 
(AJTF). All the human beings will be commanded to read and memorize it. However, 
since the Musahif has different arrangement from that of the Qur’an that the human 
beings are intimate to, memorizing it will be amongst the difficulties faced by the human 
beings.  

17. White clouds to shade Imam e Zamana (AJTF) and the caller will announce, such that 
the human and jins (thaqalain), those in the east and the west will hear (Lqain), that this 
is Mahdi (A.S.) who will fill the earth with peace and justice in a way that it is presently 
filled with vice and injustice. This call is different from the call mentioned in point 14.  

18. Jin and angels will be part of the army of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) and they will be 
appear in front of the companions of Imam (AJTF).  

19. Elapsing of day and night, changing of the earth and skies will have no effect on your 
physical appearance, disposition and demeanor despite the fact that the age of Imam e 
Zamana (AJTF) is at present more than 1000 years and only Allah (SWT) knows the age 
of Imam (AJTF) at the time of reappearance. When he will re-appear he appearance will 
be of a forty year old unlike those prophets or non-prophets whose wives used to say – 
that my husband has become old, while others complain that – my bones have become 
weak and head (i.e. hair) has become white – complaining about the weakness due to 
old age. 

Sheikh Saduq narrated from Abu Lasalat Harwi who questioned Imam Ali Redha (A.S.) 
as to what will be the sign of Imam e Zamana (AJTF) at the time of his reappearance? 
Imam (A.S.) replied that Imam e Zamana (AJTF) will be a young man with the age of an 
old man, such that people will doubt whether his age is even forty or less.  

20. Disappearance of all hostility that exists between animals and between human and 
animals, similar to the condition that prevailed prior to the murder of Habil. It is narrated 
from Imam Ali (A.S.) that when Imam e Zamana (AJTF) will reappear, there will be 
peace amongst beasts and other animals. Even to that extent that a woman who will 
travel between Iraq and Syria, her foot will lay upon nothing but greenery and that she 
will be dressed with all the ornaments, no beast will harm her or terrify her.   




